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Wild flowers being wild on a disturbed strip of land where even a mainly
hawthorn hedge has failed to grow because of poor soil. Wild flowers sown or
planted where we want them often fail. Hedging, planted at the same time as
the failed hedge, towards the East end of the orchard has grown well and is
nearly ready for laying. Where the hedge has grown well, there are few flowers;
they have been overcome by hedging and grass.
JY
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Wytham May 2019
Once again the Wytham crew made us welcome. We arrived on the Monday Bank
Holiday and after setting up camp went to visit a couple of places in the village
involved in an art week event. We were only 8 strong and it was great to see Zoe
again. Then came the all important camp fire, conversation and pancakes.
The Tuesday started for me with a visit to the
Botley gate where we dismantled three large
noticeboards and brought them back to the barn.
Our job was to dismantle, assess which bits were
rotten and rebuild with fresh timber. New
aluminium signs had been made and these were
fitted. All the frames were then painted in black
Sadolin.

The main team travelled down
to the graveyard where they set
about replacing a large gatepost
and rebuilding a picket fence.
They also removed a large sign
and replaced with a new version.
That evening was spent down the
Jacob's Inn, good food and great
company.

On the Wednesday Sara and myself formed a great team, we
were asked to build a three
seater bench. A chop saw made
the job really easy and it just
evolved. The graveyard team
carried on their great work.
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That evening was spent at The
Perch pub, another great night
out.

On Thursday Nick asked a small team to help
him dismantle an old roof structure. We destroyed the plastic sheeting and then watched as
the timber structure was cut down. Then with
fresh joists, we rebuilt the canopy. It would be
finished by Nick the following day. Pancakes
around the fire were again enjoyed, but with
bad weather and some having gone home our
numbers depleted. Our short week was over but
was highly enjoyable. Roger ...

We Have a New Owl

Thanks Gary.
This is a brilliant
addition to the
Garden of
Friendship. JY
Photos John Y
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Flighty bees…. and did you bring an umbrella?
A sudden spell of warm weather in May stimulated swarming in several of the Park’s
bee colonies. In some cases, we were unaware a swarm had departed until the
weekly inspection revealed the laying queen was no longer present and there were
fewer bees in the hive.
Swarming is the natural way a colony of bees reproduces itself. The existing queen
leaves the hive with about half the bees in a quest to find a new location to set up
home. In the remaining hive, a new queen emerges from one of the queen cells
created, and after mating, she heads the colony. Of course, losing half the bees and
the interruption to laying is not ideal, if a good honey harvest is desired. Beekeepers
take steps to control swarming, but sometimes bees are tricky and make mischief.
One afternoon, a cluster of bees was
spotted in the hedge surrounding the
Park’s turbine compound. The weather
was overcast and it is possible the bees
had been there for 1 or 2 days. Most
likely, this small swarm had left one of
our hives during the warm weather, but
had not yet found a suitable cavity to
start a new colony. The cluster of bees
would have had a queen at its centre,
and the scout bees were flying as they
searched for a new home.
Members of the beekeeping team were
called, Ghostbuster style, as the cluster
needed to be removed for everyone’s
safety. We were also glad of the
opportunity to retrieve at least some of
our escapees.

Photo Gary H

With the weather deteriorating, we decided to cut the branch on which the cluster
was hanging, and place it, and the bees, in a cardboard box. The box was left open
on the ground, so the returning scout bees would find their companions. Next, we
prepared a nucleus box (nuc) with 2 frames of wax foundation and 1 frame of drawn
wax comb. There was also space to include a frame feeder containing sugar syrup.
The nuc was placed on a stand in the apiary.
When we returned to the cardboard box, it had begun to rain and the bees, who
were not happy about getting wet, were flying around in agitation. We repositioned
the box, as best we could, under a tree to limit the rain water getting inside. After a
few minutes of contemplating how handy a golfing umbrella would have been, we
closed the box and transported it to the apiary. Here we shook the majority of the
bees and brushed the stragglers into the prepared nuc. The frame feeder was filled
with sugar syrup, and we replaced the roof of the nuc, just as the rain started to
come down in earnest.
Although our first attempt at swarm collection had not gone perfectly, at least the
bees had been saved from a drenching, and they would be well fed until their
numbers increased and the weather improved.
Jan Riffat on behalf of the Bee Team.
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Sun Clock

Photo Roger

Photo Roger

Photo Roger

Photo JY

This month sees the part completion of our sun clock.
For several months the Friends have worked hard on
using mosaics to decorate the clock parts. One part is
Photo Roger
the concrete slab on which you stand to indicate the
current month, whilst the other part consists of 12 hour
markers. The markers cover British Summer Time and later in the year we will add
Greenwich Mean Time for the winter months. Thanks to all those involved. Roger.
This type of sun clock is known as an analemmatic sundial.
Here is a link to the theory behind it
JY.

https://plus.maths.org/content/os/issue11/features/sundials/index
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Barley Straw Sausages

Our lake is prone to algae blooms because
there is a lot of nutrient in the water.
Barley straw releases natural chemicals
that inhibit the growth of the algae. Each
spring we make and deploy barley straw
sausages.

The reeds also grow vigorously because of
the high nutrient levels and in doing so
they absorb nutrient, so at other times of
year, after bird nesting time, we cut back
and remove reeds
We also remove the remains of the straw
sausages, which by that time are mostly
plastic net.
JY.
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Clearing Fence Lines
In order to be able to Mow up to fence
lines with a tractor mounted topper
mower, we cut back scrub and crown lift
the trees at the edge of the woodland.
This is a never ending task and is essential especially where there is rampant
blackthorn. Also In places the trees are
planted very close to paths so there is no
space for shrubbery. That is the case
with the top two, before and after photos on the left.The end result is often to
leave what in my own opinion is unattractive dark shadow.

Again my own opinion: I like to
see woodland edges like the one
in the photo above. This is at the
edge of Millfield. It is a good resource for small wildlife and does
not look too tidy for a country
park.
Letters to the editor please. I will
include opposing views in the
next issue.
We have also been removing an
unwanted fence alongside the
path from the car park towards
the playground. A hard but
worthwhile task.
JY

Ann at Bradmore
FoRCP were given a lovely spot under a large tree for our space at the Open Gardens
at Bradmore. 30 degrees made the passersby slow and gave me the opportunity to
invite them under the tree to cool down and find out about our beautiful park. I met
some lovely people, gave out leaflets, and sold a few items. It was a lovely if rather
hot day.
Ann.
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Muddy Puddle Walk
On Saturday the 18th May the park
hosted the Peppa pig muddy puddle
walk. I was involved to provide the
puddles and used several hosepipes to
take water from the stand pipe to the
buggy track. The day was a fabulous
success, the kids had a lovely time and
got covered in mud. Over 250 children
were registered and it is thought
another 50 joined in. The proceeds
were to support the Save the Children
and the day raised £1003. Roger
Photos Roger

Park Model

Photo Rogerr

Last week saw the refurbishment of
our park model. It was rather
weathered and in need of some TLC.
Gary and myself started off by sanding
down the surface and then giving it a
coat of fibreglass. Next I bought some
half round timber and with Tracey, we
created a new frame. We then

painted with acrylics adding as much detail
as possible. The final step involved painting
on epoxy resin to seal it against the weather.
Friends may like to know that the hungry
caterpillar has been repainted and repaired.
Also the large entrance sign sculpture has
been treated with decking oil to extend its
life.
Photo JY JY

Roger

Sensory Trail
There have been some additions to the
sensory trail in recent months. The
fingerprint board, rain wheel, chess feely
board, the camouflage board and pan
stacking board have all been refurbished.
Dave has done a great job renewing and
painting signage. Jill and Helen and
others have been adding new plants to
the central wild garden and making it
quite beautiful . I have added a new
mirror table and two xylophones. I am
presently adding a swing skittle activity.
Roger.
Photos Roger
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Timber Mushrooms

Photo JY

Photo JY

Photo Roger

Photo Roger

On Wednesday 29th May we
installed the mushroom ring. It is
a project that has taken a
considerable amount of effort
over several months. The old
mushrooms were created in 2012
and have been very popular.
They eventually started rotting
and maintenance became a
Photo Roger
problem.
We requested our Wytham friends
once again to help us out and they brought up a new supply of oak logs. I decided
that the stalks this time would be made from concrete. Four plastic moulds were
made and scrap metal tubes were cut and shaped
to reinforce the concrete and provide fixings for
the tops. The oak mushrooms were shaped with
chainsaw, planed and sanded, then treated with
epoxy resin to produce a waterproof surface.
Many thanks to all the Friends who worked so hard
on digging out the old mushrooms and concreting
in the new. Thanks especially to Zoe for her
chainsaw work and Chris and Steve and Keith in
the installation. The area has also been wood
chipped
Roger
Photo Sue J
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John’s Jottings
Spring is always a great season for
wildlife. Birds are singing and summer
migrants have arrived. Butterflies,
dragonflies, damselflies and other insects
are on the wing, and spring flowers are
being replaced by summer species.
Dragonflies and damselflies at the Park
this year have included Black-tailed
Skimmer, Common Blue Damselfly, Bluetailed Damselfly, Large Red Damselfly, and
Banded Demoiselle. The last of these is
perhaps my favourite. Banded Demoiselles
are a type of damselfly that fly from late
spring through to early summer. Although
they breed by slow flowing water, they
can also turn up by lakes. Their metallic
blue-green bodies are stunning, and males
have a broad dark band across their
otherwise translucent wings. I was walking
along the Trent near Holme Pierrepont in
late May and the species was abundant.

Banded demoiselle female
Photo John E

Banded demoiselle male
Photo John E

Black-tailed Skimmer Male
Photo John E

Other colourful insects observed at the
Park recently have included Brimstone,
Small Tortoiseshell, Orange Tip, Peacock,
Holly Blue, Comma , Painted Lady and
Speckled Wood butterflies, Burnet moth,
Tree, Red-tailed and Buff-tailed
Bumblebees, and Kidney-spot Ladybird.
These unusual looking ladybirds are mostly
black, with a red spot on each wing, and
are to be found in woodland, often on
tree trunks. They were found on Ash trees
in the den building area.

Painted Lady
Photo John E

Two new species of beetle have been
observed at the Park recently: Scarce
Small Tortoiseshell
Fungus Weevil Platyrhinus resinosus (also
Photo JY
known as the Cramp-ball Fungus weevil
after the fungus in which its larvae
develop) and Snail Hunter Cychrus caraboides, a ground beetle that feeds on snails.
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Specled Wood
Photo John E

Southern Marsh
Orchid Photo JY

Photo JY

We reported in the last issue that we
pruned hard last Winter. In spite of this
we got plenty of blossom. I took these
photographs on the 22nd of April.
Polination of the flowers has been poor,
probably by cold weather in April.

Photo JY

Thanks Paul for cutting the grass between
the trees and Michael for cutting the surrounding grass with the tractor mounted
topper.
John Y.

Work Days
The Friends’ work days will be held every Wednesday
Meet at the Rangers’ Office at 9.30 am.
New volunteers always welcome
Registered Charity No 1079665

Hon Treasurer: As you are all aware we are looking for a treasurer, but Jean is
kindly looking after the books until a replacement can be found. We are hopeful
one of the Friends will soon join the team with the help and encouragement of
Jean.
Better late than never. I Forgot the following in the last newsletter. JY
Reptile Survey: On a sunny February afternoon Rosemary, Heather and Marĳke
placed 19 mats strategically around the park under which hopefully we will find
snakes and other park creatures during the summer months. From late April
onward we will need to lift each mat and note any reptile or animal present. This
process needs to be completed twice per week and the optimum times are early
morning or late afternoon/early evening. However, this will need to fit with
volunteers other commitments so any time of the day will be great.
We are looking for help with this project. Any volunteers willing to spend an hour
or so walking round the park checking the mats please contact one of us. Maps and
directions are available with mat locations plus forms to record findings. Please
help if you can, it’s good fun, good exercise and we might even find something
interesting.
Heather, Rosemary and Marĳke

Dates for your Diary
The Summer Social and opening of the sun clock will take place on the 4th
September.
Date of next meeting: 18th September at 1.30 in the education room.
Sunday Teas dates: 7th July, 21st July, 4th August, 18th August, 1st September, 15th
September.
Linger dates: 3rd July, 17th July, 7th August, 21st August, 4th September, 18th
September.
Wytham 2019: 9th - 13th September. It would be helpful to know the
approximate numbers to pass on to Neil so that he can decide what jobs can be
planned.
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